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mercedes-benz is now an american company. not only did we successfully build, market and sell our
vehicles in the united states, but we have been committed to being an american company for over
100 years. our founding fathers recognized the importance of manufacturing and innovation and
their vision has shaped our company. today, our products and technology help make our neighbors'
lives more convenient and enrich their experiences. the mercedes-benz brand remains the most
trusted name in the industry, and we remain committed to growing our business as a true american
company. porsche cars are german, and audi cars are german, and bmw cars are german, and
mercedes cars are german. you know, this means that we are german. no matter where we are in
the world, we will always be german. hi purchased an 1998 mercedes clk320 and within 10 miles the
car suddenly died. after a couple tows and the inability of mercedes licensed mechanics to diagnose
mainly due to the ecu not spitting codes i got it home determined it to be a faulty ecu. opened it up
and sure enough there was actually burn marks on the case. i sent the unit off and had to wait a
month to receive the unit. plugged it in and the car run excellent. there were 3 issues abs esp lights
remained on, car sometime wouldnt shift to 5th gear and said i had a faulty brake or tail light one
was a little dimmer. three weeks later the car wouldnt start and had all the ecu symptons of fan on
high, key turned, all lights and equipment operated, when jumped starter turrn and fuel pump
operated. i purchase two donor ecus and took immoblizer the symptons are: there is plenty of
voltage from battery if i turn ignition quick there will be a click and almost feel like it is beginning to
engage starter. turned slowly there is no sound. all lights etc work. computer links to scanner but
throws no codes. fan is back to normal. k40 and all fuses appear good. new brake switch installed.
we tried a number of reset procedures with no results. so heres a few thoughts.
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mercedes smart car steering rack failure mercedes earlier c class instrument cluster gauge problems
mercedes hydraulic roof pump on newer cl sl clk slk class failing mercedes sensotronic sbc system
failing mercedes central locking vacuum pump mercedes slk instrument cluster / panel / dashboard
failing mercedes c and e class dashboards failing mercedes c and e class earlier s class dashboards

failing mercedes a class electric hydraulic power steering failing mercedes a class combined air mass
meter and ecu merecedes a class air flow meters failing mercedes 111 16v engine throttle body

failing mercedes c and e class abs pump failing mercedes c/e/s class, clk/slk throttle bodies failing
mercedes cl and sl class soft top convertible roof controllers failing mercedes clk and sl class with a
catalytic converter mercedes cl and sl class with catalytic converter, no vacuum pump mercedes cl

and sl class with catalytic converter, no vacuum pump and no air flow meter mercedes cl and sl class
with catalytic converter, no vacuum pump, no air flow meter and no engine block mercedes cl and sl
class with catalytic converter, no vacuum pump, no air flow meter and no engine block * there is a

weak immobilizer signal. if the ecu detects a strong and a weak immobilizer signal, the ecu
interprets the weak signal as a faulty signal. this error may also be triggered by a weak ecu signal.

the all-inclusive warranty covers repair of manufacturing defects of the vehicle for the first 12
months or 30,000 miles, whichever comes first. the limited warranty covers repair of manufacturing

defects of the vehicle for three years or 36,000 miles, whichever comes first. the vehicle is
warranted against defects in material and workmanship. all parts and accessories are warranted for
the duration of the applicable written warranty period or for a period of five years, whichever comes

first. the duration of the written warranty period is dependent upon the age of the vehicle. the
vehicle is warranted against defects in material and workmanship, and is covered by the mercedes-
benz genuine parts and accessories replacement and cost coverage (gbra) program. the vehicle is

warranted against defects in material and workmanship, and is covered by the mercedes-benz
genuine service program. the vehicle is warranted for defects in material and workmanship and is

covered by the mercedes-benz genuine parts and accessories replacement and cost coverage (gbra)
program. the vehicle is covered for the duration of the applicable written warranty period or for a

period of five years, whichever comes first. the vehicle is covered for defects in material and
workmanship, and is covered by the mercedes-benz genuine service program. the vehicle is covered

for defects in material and workmanship and is covered by the mercedes-benz genuine parts and
accessories replacement and cost coverage (gbra) program. 5ec8ef588b
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